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SUMMARY
We present a model of incompressible isotropic hyperelastic material behavior based on a strain energy
description separable in terms of logarithmic strains and piecewise spline interpolations of uniaxial tension–
compression test data. Valuable attributes are that no fitting of model constants is carried out and the
model replicates even physically complicated test data very accurately for small and large strains and for
tension and compression. The model is well suited for use in finite element analysis. Copyright q 2008
John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Incompressible isotropic hyperelastic material behavior in finite element analysis [1] is usually
described using one of the available hyperelasticity models, such as the Mooney–Rivlin, Ogden, and
Arruda–Boyce models [2]. These material descriptions are based on measured physical behavior
and theoretical considerations. The common characteristic of these material models is that they all
involve some material constants to be determined from experiments. With experimental data given,
the constants are fitted to best represent (in some sense) these test data over the complete strain
range desired. It is then frequently found that a model represents test data well for certain levels
of strains and combinations of strains but only very approximately for other conditions. Studies of
hyperelasticity models and some of their limitations are, for example, given in References [2–9].
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We present in this paper a quite different approach in which we avoid the fitting of material
constants and, instead, we directly interpolate using spline functions the test data obtained in a
uniaxial tension–compression test. Our model is based on the separable strain energy description
of an incompressible isotropic hyperelastic material as, in essence, originally proposed by Mooney
[4] and further by Carmichael–Holdaway [5] and Valanis–Landel [6]. Of course, the model also
has limitations, but valuable attributes are that it is easy to employ and replicates accurately the
test data used for large and small strains and for tension and compression.
Of course, data from strip biaxial tests can also be used to directly determine the separable
strain energy density [6]. However, we focus on uniaxial tension–compression data because these
data, along with equibiaxial tension data, are frequently more readily available.
In the following sections, we first present the theoretical background, then we present the model,
and finally we give two illustrative examples.
2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
In this section, we summarize the theory used in the model, with emphasis on the relationship
between the separable strain energy density and the uniaxial tension/compression curve.
2.1. The separable strain energy density assumption
We start with the following assumption for the strain energy density W of an incompressible
material:
W = w(e1 )+w(e2 )+w(e3 )

(1)

where w(e) is a function of the principal logarithmic strain (Hencky strain) and e1 , e2 , e3 are
the principal logarithmic strains [1]. The incompressibility condition e1 +e2 +e3 = 0 is used along
with Equation (1). This strain energy expression was proposed and studied in References [4–6];
also see References [7–9]. The expression has been shown to be applicable to many rubber-like
materials.
Usually, the function w is expressed in terms of the principal stretch, e.g. w = w(), where
 = exp(e), and then W = w(1 )+w(2 )+w(3 ). However, there are some numerical advantages
to expressing w in terms of e. Of course, if w = w() is known, then w = w(e) can be determined,
and vice versa; hence, there is no theoretical disadvantage to using w = w(e).
As an example of an available hyperelastic material model that can be expressed in the form of
Equation (1), the Ogden material model corresponds to using
 n
w(e) =
(exp(n e)−1)
(2)
n n
where n and n are material constants.
Using Equation (1) and incompressibility, we note that the Cauchy stress i corresponding to ei
is found from
i =

*W
+ p = w  (ei )+ p
*ei

(3)

where w  (e) ≡ dw/de, and p is the hydrostatic pressure. The value for w  (0) is arbitrary because
adding a constant to w  (e) does not affect W = w(e1 )+w(e2 )+w(e3 ), under the condition of
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incompressibility. Also, it is clear that, for a stable material, we need to have W  > 0 for all ei
subject to the incompressibility constraint, and this condition requires that w  (e)>0 for all e.
2.2. The uniaxial tension–compression curve and w  (e)
In a uniaxial tension–compression test (Figure 1), we have e1 = e, e2 = e3 = − 12 e. Hence, from
Equation (3)
(e) = w  (e)−w  (− 12 e)

(4)

Using Equation (4), w  (e) can be determined from the uniaxial tension–compression curve (e),
and we discuss this in detail below. Once w  (e) has been determined, w(e) is directly obtained by
integration and can be used in Equation (1) to determine the strain energy density (and hence the
material response) for general strain states.
We wish to point out that Equation (4) gives insight into the unreliability of determining the
material description using simple tension data only. Given only simple tension data for (e), there
are multiple w  (e) that exactly correspond to (e), for positive e only. Two such w  (e) are
w  (e) = 0,

e<0

= (e),

e>0

and
w  (e) = −(−2e),
= 0,

e<0

e>0

Figure 1. Uniaxial tension–compression test.
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Substituting each of these into Equation (4) gives the original (e) for positive e, but different
(e) for negative e; hence, these w  (e) give different response predictions for general strain states.
Hence, clearly, both tension and compression data are required.
Considering the stability of the material, it is clear that if  (e)0 for some range of strains, the
material is unstable. However, even if  (e)>0 for all strains, the material might be unstable. As
an example, consider a material in which
(e) = E T e,

e>0

= E C e,

e<0

where E T and E C are constants greater than zero. From Equation (4),
w  (e) = 43 E T − 23 E C ,

e>0

= 43 E C − 23 E T ,

e<0

and w  (e)>0 (and hence the material is stable) only if

1
2 E T <E C <2E T .

2.3. Comments concerning the determination of w  (e) using curve fitting
Given experimental data points on the uniaxial stress–strain curve (possibly using equibiaxial
tension data to obtain uniaxial compression data), Equation (4) can be used in a curve-fitting
approach to determine the material constants for the various available hyperelasticity models (e.g.
the Ogden model). However, this curve fitting in practice may not provide a good fit to the data over
the full range of strains considered. This is due, in part, to the fact that any change to the material
constants affects the uniaxial stress over the entire range of strains. In addition, small changes in
the experimental data points can lead to large changes in the material constants, especially when
many material constants are used. The local interpolation used in the model presented below is
then more effective.

3. THE MODEL USING SPLINES
We establish our model by first interpolating the stress–strain test data and then building an
interpolation of w  (e) for efficient use in finite element analysis.
3.1. The basic approach
From the measured data points (ei , i ), we build a piecewise spline representation of the uniaxial
tension–compression stress–strain data  = (e), as shown in Figure 2. We use the test data as
given, of course assuming that spurious data points have been eliminated and that roughness due to
experimental procedures has been removed. This representation has the advantage that the model
data passes directly through the measured data points. We use cubic splines because then w  (e)
and w  (e) are continuous [10].
Now, to establish our model, we note that Equation (4) can be inverted to obtain
   
  
∞

1 k
1 1 k

w (e) =

e + −
e
(5)
4
2 4
k=0
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Figure 2. Uniaxial tension–compression stress–strain data represented by non-uniform piecewise splines.

provided (e) → 0 as e → 0; see Kearsley and Zapas [7]. The w  (e) given by Equation (5) satisfies
Equation (4), since


1
w  (e)−w  − e
2

   
    ∞  k 
 
  

∞


1 1 k
1
1
1 1 k
1 k
1
=
− e + −
− e
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e −
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2 4
4
2
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1 k
1 k
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e −

e
4
4
k=0
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= (e)
In practice, convergence is already reached to good accuracy with only a few terms in the series.
Clearly, the representation of (e) in Figure 2 and Equation (5) can be used to determine
w  (e) for any value of e, and the w  (e) determined in this way will reproduce the piecewise
representation of (e), and hence the original measured stress–strain data points during a uniaxial
tension–compression analysis. However, the direct application of this procedure can be expensive
in general finite element analysis.
3.2. Computational efficiency
To obtain computational efficiency, we use the representation of (e) and Equation (5) to build
a spline representation for w  (e), as shown in Figure 3. For the representation, we use uniform
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Figure 3. Representation of w by uniform piecewise splines.

cubic splines, with the same number of spline segments and the same range in tension and in
compression.
This piecewise spline representation of w  (e) is built as part of the preprocessing phase of
finite element analysis. The computational effort required to build this representation for w  (e)
is negligible compared with the computational effort for the complete finite element analysis.
Uniform piecewise splines are used for numerical efficiency during the finite element analysis,
because then the spline segment for a given value of e can be rapidly determined.
Using the representation for w  (e) does not exactly reproduce the original experimental stress–
strain data points during a uniaxial tension–compression analysis. However, by choosing enough
spline segments in the representation for w  (e), the relative interpolation error


 ¯ (e)− ˜ (e) 

(6)
r = max 
e
˜ (e) 
where ¯ (e) is the stress evaluated from the spline representation of w  (e) (using Equation (4)) and
˜ (e) is the stress evaluated from the spline representation of (e), can be made as small as desired.
Once the representation for w  (e) is obtained, the piecewise representation for w(e) is easily
obtained by integration. Then all quantities required in the finite element method (e.g. second
Piola–Kirchhoff stresses, constitutive tensors, etc.) are directly obtained by differentiation [1].

4. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
We give in this section two illustrative examples of the model and compare the results obtained
with typical results given by the Ogden model. The examples are chosen, with assumed test data,
merely to illustrate the capabilities of the model. Hence, we do not endeavor to fit any particular
experimental data, but we use some data that are difficult to fit with the Ogden model, and we
give insight into why this is so. Other material models could of course be used, but clearly models
with only a few adjustable parameters cannot fit the assumed data.
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4.1. Neo-Hookean stress–strain test data perturbed by a bump
Assume that the test data are given by the following function, in the strain range −2e2:
(e) = nh (e)+ p (e)

(7)

where
nh (e) = exp(2e)−exp(−e)
 p (e) = 12 (1−cos(2e)),

(8)
0e1

= 0, other values of e

(9)

These data, along with various curve fits, are shown in Figure 4. Equation (8) is the uniaxial
tension–compression function for the neo-Hookean material model, with small-strain Young’s
modulus = 3. Equation (9) describes a small perturbation to the data, which introduces a small
bump in the stress–strain curve.
The Ogden material model with only one term 1 = 1, 1 = 2 gives a reasonable fit to the data,
as must be expected since, with this choice of constants, the uniaxial tension curve for the Ogden

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Assumed test data and curve fits: (a) full range of strains and (b) enlargement near the origin.
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model reduces to Equation (8). However, this fit does not model the bump in the stress–strain
curve. Increasing the number of terms in the Ogden material model to 9 allows a closer fit, but the
constants are quite unrealistic; see Table I. The curve fit is seen to result from a cancellation of
Table I. Constants used for 9-term Ogden fit, for example in Section 4.1.
n

n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

n

16.507
−49.608
66.561
−45.813
18.120
−4.262
0.588
−0.044
0.001

The small-strain Young’s modulus E = 32

(a)

1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0
9.0


n n
16.507
−99.216
199.683
−183.252
90.600
−25.572
4.116
−0.352
0.009

n n = 3.785.

(b)

(c)

Figure 5. Comparison of exact and 9-term Ogden fits for  p : (a) wp (e); (b) wp (−1/2e);
and (c) wp (e)−wp (−1/2e) =  p (e).
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terms of opposite signs. Other fits of constants are of course possible, but much experimentation
to reach optimal constants is surely undesirable.
In order to understand why the Ogden material model has difficulties in fitting these assumed
data, we examine w  (e) corresponding to (e) from Equation (7). In this case,

w  (e) = wnh
(e)+w p (e)

(10)

 (e) corresponds to  (e) and w  (e) corresponds to  (e). Clearly w  (e) = exp(2e)−1.
where wnh
nh
p
p
nh
Figure 5 shows w p (e), w p (− 12 e), and w p (e)−w p (− 12 e), from the exact solution (Equation (5))
and from the Ogden fit. We see that w p (e) is an oscillating function of e, and, in general, oscillating
functions are not well fit by series of exponentials.
We use 46 uniform splines for the representation of w  (e), and the relative error r in Equation
(6) is less than 1%. Hence, the lines representing the test data and our model in Figure 5 are
practically identical.

4.2. Wavy stress–strain test data
Assume that the test data are given by the following function, in the strain range −2e2:
(e) = w  (e)−w  (− 12 e),

w  (e) = (exp(3e)−exp(−3e))(1+0.2 sin(10e))

(11)

where (e) is plotted in Figure 6.
In this case, the Ogden material model with n = n, n = 1, . . . , 9, produces a wildly oscillating fit
in which the small-strain Young’s modulus is negative. A better Ogden material model fit is obtained
with the three terms (1 = 0.519, 1 = 1.3), (2 = 0.023, 2 = 5.0), and (3 = −6.510, 3 = −2.0).
However, although this fit follows the trend of the test data well, it does not follow the waves in the
data. Also, this fit does not follow the small-strain behavior of the test data. As in the first example,
the series of exponentials associated with the Ogden model cannot easily fit the oscillations in
w  (e).
In our representation of the response, we use 42 uniform splines for the fit, and the relative
error r in Equation (6) is less than 1%. Therefore, the lines given in Figure 6 for the test data and
our model are indistinguishable.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The objective in this paper was to present a material model for incompressible isotropic hyperelastic
material behavior. The distinguishing features of the model are that it is based on a strain energy
description separable in terms of logarithmic strains, a piecewise spline representation of measured
uniaxial tension–compression test data, and a piecewise spline representation of the strain energy
density.
The restrictions of the model are hence that the separable strain energy description must be
applicable and that the test data, obtained over a sufficient range of strain, should represent the
general material behavior. In particular, test data must be available for both tension and compression.
The model is attractive because it is easy to use and represents, in the description of the test data,
a generalization of the Ogden model. It replicates the test data very accurately, for small and large
strains, and for tension and compression, even if these data represent a complex behavior.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Original data and curve fits for wavy data: (a) full range of strains and
(b) enlargement near the origin.

However, although our model is powerful in representing complex and wavy behavior, it is
obviously important to make sure that experimental errors (corresponding to non-physical wavy
material behavior) have been removed from the data points before applying the model. We anticipate
that if the data points correspond to a stable material, then our approach will produce a stable
material description, and if the data points correspond to an unstable material, then our approach
will produce an unstable material description.
The capability of representing complex test data accurately may also mean that the model may
be useful in directly describing new materials of hyperelasticity, but this aspect needs of course
further study.
The material model is well suited for implementation in finite element analysis. In plane stress
conditions, the model can be directly used with displacement-based finite elements. In axisymmetric, plane strain, and 3-D conditions, the model can be modified to be ‘slightly compressible’,
and then displacement–pressure elements can be used to avoid locking [1, 11]. The implementation
effort is similar to the implementation effort required for the Ogden model.
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